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  Which of these children have special educational needs? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is going on in this classroom?  
What is not happening? 



Classrooms – a great fit for some 
BUT alien planet for others 
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Special Educational Needs 
Access and Engagement =  

effective learning   

 

Speech & 
language 

needs 

Societal Factors: 

family, trauma & 

Displacement   

Cognitive 
differences 



How do we define special educational 
needs? 

Children have a learning difficulty if they have a 

much greater difficulty in learning than the majority 

of children of the same age.  Or a disability which 

may hinder their ‘achievement’  compared to 

children of the same age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special educational needs is also used as a term for  

children who need extra provision because they have 
abilities significantly ahead of their peers 
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    Supporting quality teaching and learning 

 Cognition and Learning 
 

 Behavioural, Emotional and  

    Social Development (SMEH) 

 

 Communication and Interaction 

 

 Sensory and/or Physical 

 

 Societal Marginalising Factors 
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 Social and medical models of inclusion 

                                       Vs        
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          Different models of inclusion  

 

 

  Single track provision 

 

 

   Dual  track provision  

 

 

 Multi-track provision  
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Spectrum of cognitive differences  

 

lear learners include 
                                                                             Co-ocurring 

 

• Dyslexia, Dyscalculia, Dyspraxia 

• ADHD, SEBDs 

• Autistic spectrum 

• Speech and language difficulties  

Expressive and receptive language - texts        

Working memory & sequencing 

Concentration/Focus 

Social interaction needs 

Organisation of work and tasking  

Fast and slow thinking 
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  How do we feel about some of our learners? 
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  Which century does this quotation come from? 
 ‘  
 
“The children now love luxury. They have bad manners,  
 
contempt for authority, they show disrespect to their  
 
elders. ...They contradict their parents ...and are tyrants 
 
 over their teachers.” 
  

4th century BC                13th century AD  

 

17th century AD               21st century 

 

 

  

 

 Answer: 13th Century AD. Peter the Hermit, 1274 
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An effective learner? 
 

 

 is able to take risks and try new things 

 is able to ask for help without expecting  

    ridicule or criticism from the teacher 

 is able to concentrate on one task and  

     their own work 

 is able to manage the difficult feelings  

    associated with learning, such as frustration, anxiety  

    and disappointment when they get something wrong 

 is able to tolerate not knowing something and letting 

the teacher teach it 
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An effective learner? 
 

 Has good self-esteem and sense of self 

 

 Can seek help when needed without  

    expecting criticism or ridicule or punishment 

 

 Is able to concentrate and be  ‘in the flow’ 

 

 Keeps trying to learn when they have  

    these feelings 

 

 Is optimistic and has a positive attitude to a 
problem 

 

 Can wait for the teacher’s attention 
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         How do I learn to do this? 

 

  Assumes I have lived in a safe  

      environment with consistent care  

 Assumes I have had time to learn  

     through play 

 Assumes I have had help in managing my 
strong emotions 

 Assumes the adults in my life have been with 
me in safe circumstances 
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    How a learner feels and why learning can be a struggle 

 





www.britishcouncil.org 

BEHAVIOUR WHICH KEEPS US SAFE 

‘A child’s current behaviour often reflects an 
essentially sane response to an untenable set 
of life circumstances.’ 

 

Bray 1997 (Quoted in Visser, J and Rayner, S (1999) 
Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties : A Reader. 

QEd.)  

 

 

 
 



What teachers can notice – 
learning needs…. 

 

   

  What I can notice? 

 

 What is interesting about what I notice? 

 

  What my (SEN) learners tell me about my teaching? 

 

  What I can do to change what how I teach? 
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    What teachers can notice? 

Combined 

Hyperactive 

Inattentive 

Impulsive 
acting without 
thinking 

interrupting conversations 

short attention span 

easily distracted 

careless mistakes forgetting or losing things 

persistence with  
tedious tasks  

unable to wait for a turn 
 

seems not to listen 
not following instructions 

unable to sit still 

fidgeting 

difficulty concentrating 

excessive physical movement 

excessive talking little or no sense of danger 
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Top ten approaches to inclusive practices 
 

 Top 10 tips and approaches towards inclusion 
op 10 tips and approaches towards inclusion 10 

tips and approaches towards inclusion  

 

 

Whatever policy - teacher intervention matters 

 

 

 

 

 

‘The difference that can make the difference’ 
 

  

 



1. Celebrate Diversity 

Recognition that we are all different and 
how this is additive to the  

learning process 

 

Positive things that each   

person brings – collaborative  

environment 

 

the ‘unusual’ is a gift to  

the class or group 
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What do you see here? What does this 

tell us about our classrooms? Neuro-

diversity 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
http 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8   

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Tropical+Fish+Swimming&adlt=strict,strict&view=detail&mid=17506B8F710FD37C63FB17506B8F710FD37C63FB&rvsmid=2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F2B39B0539BBAB7FE609F&fsscr=0&FORM=VDQVAP
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Exotic+Fish+Swimming&&view=detail&mid=4D7FE185064725714B5D4D7FE185064725714B5D&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8UqnwYKo8
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Neuro-Diversity – what’s the issue? 
 

    It’s not what you think – but how you think! 

     Neurodiverse learners typically may have difficulties with traditional  

    text based approaches to teaching and learning – mainly in classroom  

    learning contexts. These difficulties have nothing to  do with  

    intelligence but there is clear evidence  of  underperformance.  

    How can we transform the performance gap?  

     In understanding neuro-diversity we recognize cognitive  

    differences as part of a natural spectrum  of ‘ways of thinking’   

    which are unique  and equally valid and should be educationally and 

    socially celebrated.   
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        Achievement through strengths 
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 Celebrating cognitive differences - neurodiversity 

 imagination, holistic/big picture thinking, kinaesthetic and  

visual memory, strong intuition and creativity. 

 



     
‘     

 
 

  
 

2.  Clear and achievable learning outcomes  
 

Ensure learning outcomes  

   are clear and understood by  

   everyone (not only academic) 

 

  Clear and agreed starting  

     progress and end points 

 

  The learner can… is able to 

achieve… 
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Three wave approach to inclusion in mainstream contexts 

//Uk_lon1b_ms101/home$/phildexter/Desktop/SEN Presentations/Phil_Inclusive learning/SEN Videos/TEACHERS TV SENCOS PT 1 (1).m4v
//Uk_lon1b_ms101/home$/phildexter/Desktop/SEN Presentations/Phil_Inclusive learning/SEN Videos/TEACHERS TV SENCOS PT 1 (1).m4v


     
‘     

 
 

       Individual Education Plan 



     
‘     

 
 

  
 

     Provision Mapping 
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3. Ensure appropriate space for the Learner’s 

voice 

Listen to and act on what the learner wants 

 

  Actively encourage a collaborative  

    and cooperative approach? 

 

  Practical and purposeful steps towards a 

‘learning centred’  approach 

 

 

//Uk_lon1b_ms101/home$/phildexter/Desktop/SEN Presentations/Phil_Inclusive learning/SEN Videos/autism_neuro-diversity.mp4
//Uk_lon1b_ms101/home$/phildexter/Desktop/SEN Presentations/Phil_Inclusive learning/SEN Videos/autism_neuro-diversity.mp4
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expeSchool experience – Michael’s Story 

What are Michael’s learning 

challenges?rience – Michael’s Story 

What are Michael’s learning 

challenges?peSchool experience – 

Michael’s Story 

What are Michael’s learning 
challenges?rience – Michael’s Story 

What are Michael’s learning challenges? 

School experience – Michael’s Story 

What are Michael’s learning challenges? 

 
“It feels like in my head there is a lottery machine. I have fifty- 

five balls bouncing around. If I try to pay attention I will see a 

number randomly pop up on each of the balls.  One second it 

is there and then it is gone. I see another there, then gone. If I 

try to focus on all the numbers that pop up I can't keep up 

with them.” 

 

“There is information bouncing around in my brain. There are 

many different things popping up randomly at the same time. 

It is difficult to concentrate I cannot sit still and focus on the 

lesson. I need to move around or look out the window”  
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     Supporting Michael and all learners with    

concentration and focus needs 

 Give instructions one at a time/bite size pieces 

  Use visuals, charts and colour coding 

  Prioritise a production outcome approach  

  Assign completion goals for each part 

  Work on most difficult things earlier in the day 

  Give overviews  

  Establish personal rapport 

  Allow time for breaks and ‘time out’ 

  Head off potential disruptive behaviour 

  Seat away from distractions 

  Accept late work and give partial credit for partial work 

  Change your reaction to behaviour   
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     4. Start from what is already known  

 Always link the subject matter  
      and the learning to something  
      that the learners already know  
       about and understand 
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Attachment Theory and how it can 

help us understand our learners 
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                 Insecure Attachment in school 

For most children, early attachment  

results in a ‘good enough’  

experience and enables  

development of a sense of self and expectations 

of the world which  is relatively hopeful and 

realiable.  

 

But when the child’s needs for sensitivity to its 

signals, comfort and reassurance are not met, 

then insecure attachment can result. 

     Geddes 2006 Attachment in the Classroom 

 

 



          Attachment types 
    Secure Attachment – effective learner 

 

   Avoidant attachment – the learner needs  

   to learn to trust the  teacher but can only  

   start with doing the task on their own 

   without the teacher’s help 

 

    Ambivalent-resistant attachment – the learner needs to 

    separate from the teacher so that they can do the work.  

    They need to learn to trust that the teacher will not forget  

    them if they go away from them 

 

    Disorganised attachment – this learner needs a very strong 

    structure, rules an routines. They cannot trust the teacher or   

    work because they are in ‘high-alert’ mode all the time. 



      Avoidant attachment – implications for learning 
                    Those who fear separation 

Approach to school/classroom 

 Indifference to uncertainty in new situations 

Response to the teacher 

 Denial of need to support and help from the teacher  

 Need to be autonomous and independent of the teacher 

Response to the task 

 Hostility towards the teacher is directed towards the task 

 The task operates as an emotional safety barrier between the task 
and the teacher 

Skills and difficulties 

 Limited use of creativity  

Likely to be underachieving 

Limited use of language   



       
          Resistent ambivalent  attachment –  
                     implications for learning 
             Those who have difficulty asking for help  

Approach to school/classroom 

 High level of anxiety and separation 

Response to the teacher 

 Need to hold the attention of the teacher 

 Dependence on the teacher to engage in learning 

 Hostility to teacher when frustrated 

Response to the task 

 Difficulties attempting the task if unsupported 

 Unable to focus on the task for fear of losing the teacher’s attention 

 

Skills and difficulties 

 Likely to be underachieving  

  Gap between intelligence and achievement  

  Challenges with numeracy and concepts of time   



       
              Disorganised/disorientated attachment –  
                           implications for learning 
             Those who have difficulty asking for help  

 

Approach to school/classroom 

 Intense anxiety – may be expressed as controlling  

Response to the teacher 

 Great difficulty experiencing trust in the authority of  

     the teacher  

  May submit to higher authority – school head 

  May not accept being taught by the teacher – “I know this”. 

 Response to the task 

 Task may appear as a challenge to fears of incompetence 

 Fears of humiliation and rejection of task – difficulty with not knowing 

 Gives impression of knowing everything 

Skills and difficulties 

 May seem unimaginative and uncreative – challenge with conceptual thought 

 Likely to be underachieving and evidence of immature stage of learning 

 Very often evidence confused with ADHD.  
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                   5. Remove Clutter 
     

               Remove clutter and the confusion  

                      that detracts from learning  
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           Un-cluttering techniques?  

 

 Your state for learning  

 

 Get it off your chest 

 

 How long is a minute? 

 

  It’s all noise to me!  

 

 

  Concrete writing 
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                6. Scaffolding and 7. Differentiation 

 

                         Differentiation by response  
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     Directions, maps and visual/kineasthetic processing  
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 Directions, maps and visual/kineasthetic memory 
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               8.  Access and Engagement  

 

Access is related to pupils being able  

to freely attend school regardless  

of their age, gender, ethnicity, ability  

or health needs. Access therefore  

focuses mainly on policies and structures. 

                                       Engagement is about ensuring  

                                       that what they experience   

                                       when they do access their 

                                       school is relevant, meaningful, 

                                       empowering and beneficial.   

                                       Engagement is therefore   

                                      focused on practice and pedagogy 
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    Supporting learners in ways meaningful to them 
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                    Some strategies 

Have a few clear classroom rules and remind  

learners of them   

Have a clear reward system, involve the learners 

in the design   

Set clear time limits for work,  give warnings when 

 time is nearly over eg. 5,4,3,2,1  

 

Have a worry box for learners to post their concerns to the 
teacher and others 

 

Sit the learner near the teacher, away from distractions such as 

windows, heaters   

 

Allow the learner to go to a designated quiet area if the 

classroom gets too stressful   
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 How can we support our learners with SEBDs  

   

 

 

 



      9.  The brain – a ‘dark place’  

that we need to ‘fire up’ 
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9. Multisensory and multi-modal approaches  
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               Visual Timetables 
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       Standardised tests and testing? 
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               10. Assessment for learning 

Assess for learning  and  assessment of learning 

Collaborative and continuous 

Open ended responses – not  

    not fixed answers  

 Involves learner in setting own 

     targets and measuring progress 

 Credit for what someone can do! 

 Positive and achievable 

 Self and peer assessment  
 

 



Assessment for learning  
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Fishing for compliments 
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 KWHL Chart – animals in cold parts of the world 

 

What I know What I need to know? How I will find out? What I have learnt? 

1. Polar bears and 

penguins live in very 

cold parts of the 

world. 

 
 

2. Penguins can’t fly. 

 
 

3. Emperor penguins are  

    the biggest penguins 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

1. What other 

animals live there? 

 
 

2. Do they all fight or 

do they get on? 
 

3. Are there different 

sorts of polar 

bears? 
 

4.  Can they all swim? 

 1.  Class project 
 

2.  Do my own internet 

      search 
 

3. Find out what others 

in the class/school  

know 
 

4. TV programme 

        scheduled 

 1. Sea lions, seals and 

birds live there, too 
 

2. Penguins only live at the 

South pole and polar 

bears only live at the 

North Pole 
 

3. There is only one main 

type of polar bear but lots 

of different penguins  
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         Self, peer and teacher assessment 
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Top 10 approaches to inclusive practices 
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Finally – some learning points 
 
 

  Learners with SEBDs/SEMH have learning needs – they are not being naughty 
  Teachers need to be able to manage their own emotional state to be able to  
      respond to needs  
 
  Behaviour is a form of communication: teachers need to try to understand the 
      meaning behind the behaviour 
 
  A child’s early life experiences will affect how they behave and learn in class 
  The way to change learners behaviour is to change how you respond to them 
 
  Learners respond better to assertive communication, not aggressive or passive 
  Rewards and sanctions should be clear and developed with learners 
 
 The curriculum offers opportunities to work on social, emotional and 

behavioural skills 
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British Council SEN Course  

• http://www.teachingenglish.o

rg.uk/teacher-

training/special-educational-

needs  

 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/teacher-training/special-educational-needs
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/teacher-training/special-educational-needs
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/teacher-training/special-educational-needs
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New IATEFL Special Interest Group 
 
Inclusive Practices and  
Special Educational Needs    #IPSENSIG  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/IPSEN.SIG/  

https://www.facebook.com/IPSEN.SIG/
https://www.facebook.com/IPSEN.SIG/
https://www.facebook.com/IPSEN.SIG/

